PRESENTATION PROPOSAL
2024 New Mexico History Conference, Albuquerque, April 25-27

If this presentation is submitted as part of a session proposal, transmit completed form as an email attachment to your Session Organizer. If presentation is NOT part of a session proposal, submit completed form as an email attachment to program24@hsnm.org. Submission deadline is OCTOBER 31, 2023.

Presentation title:

Presenter name(s):

e-mail: Telephone

Abstract for use in conference program (100-word maximum, INCLUDING presentation title, brief synopsis, and short presenter bio using format shown in example below):

Example: "American Indian Advocacy in Action"—This presentation discusses the work of Ernest T. and Julia M. Seton as advocates of Native American Indian cultures. The Setons moved to Santa Fe, N.M. and operated a school for adults and adolescents between 1932 and 1941. The curriculum included topics protecting American Indian culture and traditions of several Native American tribes. Julie A. Seton is a granddaughter of E.T. and H.M. Seton. She holds a doctoral degree in Rhetoric and Professional Communication from New Mexico State University and provides consulting and training in the areas of business communication and emergency management. (Title 5, Synopsis 53, Presenter bio 40; total word count 98)

On the next page, please provide a more detailed description of your proposed presentation, along with expanded biographical information.
In the space below, provide more detail on your proposed presentation and biographical information.